Remote Learning Workshop 1: Designing a Remote Learning Module

Registration now open for Remote Teaching Workshops 1 & 2.

Remote Learning Workshop 1: Designing a Remote Learning Module takes place June 15 – June 19, 2020 and contact information for ID&T and DMS staff. A week-long workshop, with 3 hours per day, Thursday – Sunday.

Remote Learning Workshop 2: Interaction and Community

The two workshops are intended to work as a series. It is strongly recommended that you complete Workshop 1 before completing Workshop 2.

Remote Learning Workshop 1: Designing a Module

This first week explores the content and collaboration required for designing a module in Canvas, the fundamental building block of a well organized Canvas course. As you fully design your module you will learn best practices for assessments, content delivery, and page structure.

During the Friday of each week. Each workshop module includes material and assignments will provide you with an opportunity to begin designing your module and receive feedback from the facilitator and your colleagues. This workshop includes one 3-hour day workshop, with morning and afternoon options available. Be sure to note these session instructions, many focused on Canvas elements, is included in the newsletter you will find information on Announcements.

Hello, colleagues.

Many of the strategies and resources included in the remote teaching workshop can be adapted to the socially distanced classroom.

Dear Colleagues,

Hello! We are excited to support you in the months ahead!

The workshop will be offered at the following times:

Each week includes a required synchronous session on Thursday, with morning and afternoon options available. Be sure to note these session instructions, many focused on Canvas elements, is included in the newsletter you will find information on Announcements.

More detailed information, including how to access each resource, can be found below in Announcements.

Registration is required for this workshop, and a link to the registration form.

Information on and contact information for the ID&T and DMS team.

The following can be found below:

- Information on Remote Teaching Workshops
- Registration form for Workshop 1
- Registration form for Workshop 2
- Instructions and dates for the workshops
- Remote Teaching Workshop 1: Designing a Module
- Remote Teaching Workshop 2: Interaction and Community
- Information on and contact information for the ID&T and DMS team

Contact:

Cara Pickett, PhD, CTE Administrative Director
cte@xavier.edu

Daniel Wooddell, Manager of Digital Media Services, is available via Zoom support or schedule a Zoom meeting with him using his booking page here: https://paulweber.youcanbook.me/

Support from ID&T and DMS:
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- The following can be found below in Announcements.
- Remote Learning Workshop 1: Designing a Module
- Remote Learning Workshop 2: Interaction and Community
- Information on and contact information for the ID&T and DMS team
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